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ABSTRACT 
 

Network-based telemetry systems are often made up of many components from multiple 
vendors.  The complexity involved in coordinating the design, integration, configuration, and 
operation of these systems has required instrumentation engineers to become experts in the tools 
and hardware from various vendors.  Interoperation between the various tools and systems is 
very limited.  One approach toward a more efficient method of managing these systems is to 
define a common language for describing the goals of the test, the measurements to be acquired, 
and the equipment that is available to compose a system. 
 
Through an open working group process, the iNET program is defining an eXtensible Markup 
Language (XML)-based language for describing instrumentation and telemetry systems.  The 
language is designed with multiple aspects that allow filtered views into the instrumentation 
system, making the creation of the various parts of the documents more straight-forward and 
understandable to the type of user providing the information. 
 
This paper will describe the iNET metadata project, the model-driven approach that is being 
pursued, and the current state of the iNET metadata language. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

A current trend in the implementation of airborne telemetry networks, and networking in general, 
is to use XML to capture meta-information.  For test environments this information has many 
potential uses including device configuration and management, augmentation of archived 
telemetry data with processing instructions, meaningful displays, situational description, etc.  For 
the iNET program, the information that needs to be captured is being defined by the metadata 
effort.  This effort is realized by a working group forum wherein industry and government 
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stakeholders work together to define a standard language which can be used to capture metadata 
within the iNET system.  The difficulty in defining a standard language is in staying generic 
enough to handle all the needs of the range users while staying specific enough that vendors 
don’t have an excessive implementation task. 
 
This paper discusses an approach to meeting the challenge of developing such a language which 
is how to facilitate the collaboration between end users and the technologists that actually author 
the language.  We found that the Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) was very effective from the 
perspective of the technologists as a way to capture the necessary language elements and their 
relationships, but this is an awkward communications medium with the end users.  The aspect-
oriented concepts discussed below, however, proved to be very useful for providing natural 
presentations of the language allowing the end users to evaluate the model indirectly and provide 
feedback.  We feel that these techniques embody a process that will be useful as the scope of the 
iNET metadata effort shifts to encompass system management and possibly even in other 
domains. 
 
 

iNET Metadata Project 
 

Background 
The iNET program currently has three different top level working groups: Test Article Segment 
Working Group (TASWG), System Management Standards Working Group (SMSWG), and 
MetaData Standards Working Group (MDSWG).  These working groups have charters that 
direct them to create standards that define what an iNET system is and how an iNET system can 
be realized.  The language that is used by the components within the TASWG and SMSWG to 
communicate is captured in the metadata specification being defined by the MDSWG.   
 
The MDSWG is currently working to define the information content for the metadata, which is 
partially based on an earlier effort under the iNET program: the Metadata Experimental Working 
Group (MDEWG).  The goal of the MDEWG was to define an XML schema based on industry 
and range user input that would investigate the feasibility of using XML within the iNET 
infrastructure.  The results and concepts described in this paper are based on the work of the 
MDEWG.  The language that was created by the MDEWG was called the Measurement 
Definition Language (MDL). 
 
A key decision of the MDEWG was to base our work on industry standard practices regarding 
the information capture and schema definition.  To that end, we utilized a Model Driven 
Architecture (MDA) approach to define the schema throughout its developmental lifetime. 
 
One lesson learned from our experimentation is that while a complex XML schema can 
effectively capture all the information necessary for an iNET scenario, it is very difficult for a 
human to process that large amount of data effectively.  In addition, there is very small 
likelihood that any single individual will ever have to ingest and understand an entire MDL 
instance document.  Instead, what is needed is a method by which a user of the system can tailor 
the information that is presented to them so that only relevant information is presented. 
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MDL Overview 
The MDL model was created to represent the information content that is necessary to define a 
test scenario in the iNET system.  The model is measurement-centric and captures the 
measurement object as the fundamental concept within the system.  A characterization of the 
MDL system overview is illustrated by Figure 1. 

 
 Figure 1.  MDL System Overview  
 
The example system consists of measurements that enter the system through either an analog 
path, e.g. via a transducer, or a digital path, e.g. via a bus monitor.  The measurements are 
captured using a black box representation of vendor hardware.  The black box approach was used 
in order to allow for flexibility and upgradability for the data acquisition system.  The key 
concept that makes the black box approach feasible is the implementation of ports within the 
model.  The ports allow for a vendor to specify entry and exit points for the metadata into their 
hardware, but do not require that the vendor model the entire inner workings of the hardware. 

Model Driven Approach 
The toolsuite used to implement the MDA [4] workflow consisted of the Jude System Design 
Tool [2], the Maven build system [3], and the AndroMDA MDA generator [1].  The model for 
the MDL was developed in the Jude UML modeling tool.  From there, the AndroMDA cartridges 
were applied to the model to translate it from a Platform Independent Model (PIM) to a Platform 
Specific Model (PSM).  To automate the translation from UML to a usable XML schema a 
Maven build script was created. 
 
As an example of the success of using the model driven approach, the MDL model was 
translated into a Test and Training Enabling Architecture (TENA) model for use in 
experimentation.  Because the base model for the MDL was UML, the model was easily 
translated to the UML stereotypes used by the TENA interfaces. 
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The drawback to the MDA development approach is that most of the end-users and stakeholders 
were not well versed in understanding the full impact of the model from the UML diagram alone.  
In addition, the end users were unable to understand the complex interdependencies and data 
linkages that were encoded in the UML syntax. 
 
The MDA tool suite allowed the language designers to encode the semantics and syntax of the 
language in a standard fashion, but did not allow for effective data visualization or simulation.  
Example instance documents were illustrative, but conveyed too much information to be 
adequately understood. 
 
To combat these shortcomings of the MDA tool chain we implemented a series of views and 
aspects that limited the data presented to the user. 

Aspects and Roles 
One of the key findings of our work in the MDEWG is that a telemetry system can be modeled 
using MDA techniques, but that an instance of a system model is too complex to comprehend 
fully.  To combat this complexity we investigated the use of roles and aspects within our 
visualization implementation. 
 
In our system the concept of a role constitutes a user of the data that has a specific job function.  
The data associated with that job function is represented in the MDL, but is a subset of all the 
information. 
 
An aspect is a way of viewing data captured in an MDL instance document.  Aspects are akin to 
a window into the data.  They do not allow the user to see all the data, but only the data that is 
important and pertinent to their job function.  
 
In order to define the information that was important to the users of the system, first we defined a 
set of roles.  A set of example roles and the associated views is depicted in Figure 2.  The roles 
were defined from tasks currently performed at the ranges that are to be users of iNET systems. 
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Figure 2.  Example Roles and Views 

 
The Test Engineer role defines what measurements are to be captured for a test.  This role is 
responsible for defining the physical phenomena to be measured, the measurement data ranges, 
and the measurement sources.  The Test Engineer role is initially a design time role, but can be a 
runtime role if changes are needed during a test.  In order to facilitate data entry and 
visualization, we provided an aspect within the iNET Metadata Reference Suite (iMRS) software 
to focus on the Measurement element and its attributes.  In addition, an aspect was provided that 
allowed the Test Engineer to visualize the Measurement element’s flow within the acquisition 
system. 
 
A second role that was defined was the Ground Support Data Processing role.  This role was 
concerned with real-time measurement values in the running system.  The data processing 
portion of the system necessitated an aspect that constrained the information to only the 
measurement data flow.  In this aspect it was possible to trace a measurement from its ingress 
point in the system all the way through to the proper network packet stream wherein it was 
contained.  It was also possible to visualize the engineering unit conversion function using the 
same flow-based aspect. 
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Vendor Tools also required a role defined in the system.  The vendor tools were concerned with 
the requirements defined by the Test Engineer role, and the transports to be consumed by the 
Ground Support role, and provided the glue elements to bridge the gap.  Vendor tools were given 
access to multiple aspects in the system depending on the step in the workflow being executed.  
In some steps the vendor tools needed a measurement centric aspect, whereas in some steps the 
tools needed a data flow centric aspect.  In addition, the vendor tools could define their own 
aspects to allow the engineer interacting with the tool to speak the language native to the tool. 
 
Instrumentation Engineer is the final role we defined in the system.  An instrumentation engineer 
has full purview of the MDL instance document.  This role takes the measurements defined by 
the Test Engineer and defines much of the information content with respect to the data 
acquisition hardware.  In addition, the instrumentation engineer defines the data and network 
transport details for the system. 
 
Another way in which aspects can assist in the system development life cycle is through model 
extensibility, especially in terms of vendor-specific aspects.  A vendor could create a tool that 
parses an MDL instance document and presents the information in a way that is unique to the 
vendor.  In this way a vendor can illustrate its value even though the underlying data is captured 
in a standard XML schema such as MDL. 
 
A final way in which aspects can be used in a system is to help shorten the learning curve 
associated with a standard XML schema.  Because an instance document can be interacted with 
in small manageable chunks, the user can understand the information content in controlled 
increments. 
 
 

Conclusions 
 

We have shown through our work in the MDEWG that XML is an excellent technology to 
represent the information content for the iNET metadata model.  The UML model created as part 
of the MDA process has been utilized for development and maintenance of the metadata model.  
The UML model, however, had a very limited user base due to its complexity.  The complexity 
was managed by creating a series of roles and aspects for the visualization of MDL instance 
documents.  Working group participants were able to use the roles and aspects to focus on the 
data that was important to them. 
 
Another finding of our work is that the roles and aspects that we defined helped to feedback 
modeling and information changes to the MDL UML model.  This feedback path allowed 
consumers of the data to give detailed criticism based on their focused view of the data. 
 
We believe that as XML becomes the de facto standard for information capture and exchange, 
concepts like aspects and roles will be crucial in facilitating adoption and support. 
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